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A Study of the Geographic Spread and Security of Wireless Access Points

Abstract
The facility of having wireless access to networks and the Internet has grown significantly in recent years. The
advent of Wi-Fi and Wireless Access Points (WAP s) allows huge degrees of flexibility and easy access to
information and resources. To this effect, it is now common to find multiple access points in public areas, in
the home, and in the working environment. The security of WAPs is now an issue of paramount importance.
However, as the technology has spread throughout such a diverse market of users, the security aspects have
not been so quickly adopted. This has lead to numbers of unsecured private and corporate access points being
left open to abuse and given scope for ‘war driving’. In this work we investigate and establish the uptake of
wireless networking facilities in a common urban area, investigate the correlations with the known societal
and economic backgrounds of these areas, and establish exactly to what extent security vulnerabilities are
indicated within these varied constituent environments.
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Abstract 
 
The facility of having wireless access to networks and the Internet has grown significantly 
in recent years. The advent of Wi-Fi and Wireless Access Points (WAPs) allows huge 
degrees of flexibility and easy access to information and resources. To this effect, it is now 
common to find multiple access points in public areas, in the home, and in the working 
environment. The security of WAPs is now an issue of paramount importance. However, as 
the technology has spread throughout such a diverse market of users, the security aspects 
have not been so quickly adopted. This has lead to numbers of unsecured private and 
corporate access points being left open to abuse and given scope for ‘war driving’. In this 
work we investigate and establish the uptake of wireless networking facilities in a common 
urban area, investigate the correlations with the known societal and economic backgrounds 
of these areas, and establish exactly to what extent security vulnerabilities are indicated 
within these varied constituent environments. 
 
As part of this work, we conducted a live survey of WAPs in a limited geographic location 
(approximately 16 km2) which constituted a built-up town, industrial, and residential areas. 
In the first instance we examine the density and distribution of access points and map this 
against different area classifications  to show proliferation and uptake of these resources and 
how they correspond to the areas within which they are situated. We also consider the 
socio-economic significance relating to the concentration of access points in particular 
exemplar areas. Further to this, we determine which of the active WAPs are secure and 
non-secure and this additional parameter further informs the analysis and study of the 
received data and the connections with geographic placement. 
 
The results from our study show that there is significant uptake of wireless networking 
facilities in both the residential and business areas surveyed. Unsurprisingly, there is much 
more structure and consideration given to both the placement and security aspects of 
employing access points in the industrial and business locations. The number of access 
points present in some residential areas is large, and given the relatively small distances 
between access points there is undoubtedly traffic which is crossing private boundaries. We 
show that a large proportion of access points, particularly in residential and suburban areas, 
have little or no security, and are at high risk of being exploited. There is variation across 
perceived economical backgrounds as to the density of WAPs and also the employment of 



basic security measures to protect access points and networks from intrusion, and we 
propose a further area of study would be to examine why there is heightened awareness of 
security issues in these particular residential locations; we present some initial thoughts on 
this subject. As an additional advice, we briefly outline simple security measures which are 
easily employed to attempt to address this critical issue. 
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